
The Resilience Fund
for Women in Global Value Chains



Before COVID-19, women made up:

• 60 to 80% of export manufacturing workers. 

• 41% of agricultural laborers - more than 60% in 
some countries in SE Asia and Africa.

• 75% of the 60 million workers in the apparel 
industry.

• 70% of workers in the informal economy in 
low-income countries.

The pandemic is disproportionately 
impacting women and girls in 
communities worldwide. 



• Disproportionate Economic Burden. Women in 
poor countries will bear the burden of the 
economic crisis in lost jobs and lost wages. 

• Reproductive Health Burden. The pandemic, 
straining overburdened health systems, is cutting 
off women’s access to health services especially 
for sexual and reproductive health needs. 

• Domestic/Intimate Partner Violence. Violence is 
on the rise with mobility restrictions in place, 
increasing women’s vulnerability to abuse and 
need for protection services.

• Caregiving Burden. The increased caregiving 
burden from the pandemic harms both women’s 
health and women’s economic well-being. 

Women 
at the Center
of the Pandemic

Women are uniquely harmed by COVID-
19 – and it threatens hard-fought 
advances in women’s economic 
empowerment, health, rights and 
safety



The Resilience Fund 
for Women in Global Value Chains 
(the Fund) 

will serve as a vehicle to ensure strategic corporate 
investment in the long-term economic resilience, 
health and well-being of women who form the 
backbone of global supply chains 

and

drive fundamental changes to advance gender equality 
in communities and across corporate value chains. 



The Fund is driven by and anchored in contributions from 
global companies and will support:

• Locally-led innovations, solutions and emerging practices 
developed at the country level…

• To advance women’s sexual and reproductive health and 
women’s safety and security… 

• In the context of economic justice and human rights.



Filling the Gap

There is a need for a women-centered effort that connects the 
dots between sustained COVID-19 recovery for women in 
global value chains and building long-term, systemic change 
for more resilient girls, women and communities.

Very few funds relate gender equity to economic resilience of the 
existing and future labor force. 

Existing funds related to COVID-19 response for girls and women 
primarily focus on short term, critical needs. 

One of the first pooled funds for corporate philanthropy.



The Needs
1. Longer-term funding for systemic change, not 

just recovery – with a gender lens and an eye to 

women’s long-term role in value chains and the 

economy.

2. Infusion of funds at the community level to 

enable community based, women-led 

organizations to: 

• Prototype, expand, scale – and advocate 

for – local innovations and emerging or 

existing good practices in specific 

contexts;

• Build partnerships and multi-stakeholder 

alliances at local level.

3. “Unrestricted” funding to provide local 

organizations with the ability to be nimble and 

adapt to shifting needs in an evolving situation.
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1. Shared governance & 
grantmaking

2. Locally-led, women-centered 
solutions

3. Grantee flexibility & autonomy

4. Learning hub with rapid 
feedback

5. Pooling of resources3
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1. Shared 
Governance 
Approaches 

2. Decolonized 
Philanthropy

3. Non-Linear 
Systemic Change

A Model for Change

The Resilience 
Fund for 

Women in 
Global Value 

Chains  



Basis for the Model:

1. Shared Governance Approaches

•Shifts governance from defining solutions by external 
experts to trusting local communities and leaders to 
determine what works. 

•Expands stakeholders networks/feedback loops to 
improve, replicate & scale solutions (“managed 
serendipity”)

2. Decolonized Philanthropy

• Requires shared decision-making with representatives 
of the impacted people/communities 

• Moves women from being outsiders to central actors 
in decision-making that deeply affects them

3. Non-linear Systemic Change

• Challenges notion of solving problems by top-down 
targets and engineered approaches by experts for 
complex contexts 

• Recognizes that systemic change arises from local 
contexts and actors finding answers driving 
priorities, strategies, and solutions.

WHY THE MODEL WORKS

o Enables locally-led solutions and flexible 
funding in rapidly changing world

o Builds transparency/accountability 
through collective decision-making 

o Creates shared spaces for rapid learning, 
innovation and replication - and pivoting 
when necessary

o Fosters real cross-pollination among 
funders, grantees and stakeholders

o Addresses complex realities - no single 
“expert” solution for all contexts 

o Achieves greater impact & less risk 
through pooled funding and shared 
responsibility  



Benefits of a Shared Governance Model

Issue Traditional Model Shared Governance Model

RISK 
MITIGATION

FAIL-SAFE APPROACH

- Picks known actors, approaches, and larger 
organizations

- Connections & contacts count

SAFE-TO-FAIL APPROACH

- Picks good ideas, emerging solutions, innovators, and smaller 
organizations embedded in local communities 

- Local credibility & creativity count

GOVERNANCE TRADITIONAL GRANTOR-GRANTEE RELATIONSHIP

- Limits external voices and input in decisions and 
oversight within closed structure

SHARED DECISION-MAKING

- Makes shared decision-making process and structure central to 
overall approach to change & women’s empowerment

SELECTION 
CRITERIA

FIXED & PRE-DETERMINED

- Gives power and oversight to funders based on set 
criteria   

FLEXIBLE & OPEN-ENDED (within RH/GBV parameters)

- Trusts local knowledge and values dialogue in grant decisions, 
fostering ability to respond to changing, complex contexts

MONITORING & 
EVALUATION

COMMAND & CONTROL

- Uses numerical “targets” as weak proxies for impact
- Risk of inflated measures and gaming
- Limited evidence of long-term impact/systemic change

COMMUNICATE & LEARN

- Uses rapid feedback loops to ACT on what works/doesn’t work 
for impact & scale

- Emphasizes KPIs that capture development/expansion of new 
practices, approaches or solutions

- Elevates quality of new stakeholder connections/networks



The Grant Parameters: 
Economic resilience is not possible for a woman if she is unable to 
control her body, life, and future. This impacts not only her own health 
and rights, but also her job prospects, economic potential, and the 
prosperity of her family, community, and country.

Support for proposals that advance women’s economic resilience and 
address or are directly relevant to one of these inter-related areas:

1. Women’s health, including sexual and reproductive health and 
rights like family planning, pre-natal & maternal health, or menstrual 
hygiene management. 

2. Gender-based violence and sexual harassment.



The Grant Recipients

Priorities: 

Effective 
Mechanisms for 
Funding 
Community-Based 
Organizations:

• Women-led organizations (female ED/CEO and at least 50% of 
senior management being women)

and
• Community-based organizations that are committed to significantly 

increasing women in their senior management roles

• Grants to Women’s Funds (33%). Grants directed to local Global 
South-based women’s funds who can effectively re-distribute 
resources effectively in complex places. Women’s Funds tap into the 
most trusted members of local communities for information, design 
and delivery of programs and services and can ensure local 
transparency and accountability for investments. 

• Direct grants to Community-Based Organizations (66%) 
committed to gender equity and with the size and capacity to 
manage large grants - not less than $50,000. (Recipients can 
subgrant and support multi-stakeholder initiatives and other 
collective action efforts).



A Phased 
Approach:
Stage 1

In Stage 1, the fund will target 1 region (S. Asia) 
with a primary focus on 1-2 countries (~$2M)

Stage 1 priorities include:

• Establishing innovative governance structure and 
Advisory Board (AB) development

• Determining country focus with AB and 
contributors

• Funding local Global South-based women’s funds 
and women-led community-based organizations 
quickly

• Developing analytics and bottom-up, real time 
data collection

• Launching learning hubs
• Documenting proof of concept of approach

The Advisory Board may consider compelling 
proposals from other countries in South Asia



A Phased 
Approach:
Stage 2

In Stage 2: Expansion to 3-4 new regions: 
Central and South America; South-East 
Asia; and East & West Africa ($10M)

Stage 2 priorities include:

• Determination by AB and corporate contributors 
of regional/country priorities based on areas that:

• Have large numbers of women working in 
global value chains

• Are hardest hit by the pandemic, 

• Have a diversity of industries for innovation 
and new approaches

• Evolution of Advisory Board representation to 
respond to wider geographic scope

• Expanded stakeholder engagement on learnings, 
metrics and bottom-up change



Contributors:

• Companies from a wide range of industries that 
have a clear commitment to the health and well-
being of their women workers and to gender 
equity 

Minimum Participation Requirement:

• $250,000 initial contribution, annual expectation 
for 3 years (co.s >$1B annual revenues)

• $100,000 contribution annually for 3 years     
(co.s< $1B annual revenues)

• A due diligence screen by the UN Foundation

Major Contribution Opportunity:

• 2-3 companies in strong financial position to 
contribute $2-5+ million

The Contributors 
& Funders



• Advisory Board, with its 
balanced representation, 
serves to reflect the goals of 
contributors and stakeholders

• UNF executes funding 
decisions based on Advisory 
Board guidance, using 
participatory methods for 
consensus on proposals 

• WW/WWS manages the 
Learning Hub with quarterly 
briefings/discussions of fund 
activities with grantees, 
contributors and stakeholders

• BSR/Company Advisory 
Board members hold 
consultative meetings with all 
corporate investors

An Advisory Board and Management: 

• AB with 9-11 working members who are 
expected to spend 2-3 days a month –
during start-up – reviewing proposals 
and participating in decisions

• Managed by UAP/UN Foundation as 
fiscal sponsor and a non-voting AB 
member

• Data Analytics/Learning Hub run by 
Women Win/Win-Win Strategies

• All AB members have equal 
representation

Advisory Board Voting Members:  

• 3-4 corporate representatives

• 4-5 representatives of women’s funds 
and community stakeholders/knowledge 
experts, including Prospera, the 
international network of women’s funds

• 2 NGO organizers: Business for Social 
Responsibility& Women Win/Win-Win 
Strategies 

The 
Governance 
Structure
Participatory model of 
shared governance and 
grant-making



Ensuring wide-ranging diversity of members on AB – including diversity of experience 
and expertise, geographies, sectors, and organizations – will be an important aspect of 
AB member selection.

Key Responsibilities of All Advisory Board Members

1. Establishing shared decision-making processes
2. Grant-making and building grant-making process and criteria
3. Strategic guidance 
4. Development of a learning agenda
5. Outreach

Corporate Advisory Board (AB) Membership

Criteria for Corporate Board Membership (see Position Profile for more detail)

✓ Employed by a current corporate contributor to the Fund

✓ Willing to represent broad interests of all stakeholders

✓ Recusal from decisions where conflicts of interest arise

✓ Willing to devote a minimum of 15 days annually to AB responsibilities & application review 
(during start-up phase – potentially more time required)

✓ Committed to Fund’s governing principles, deep interest in learning and collaborating, and 
openness to new ways of working



LEARNING HUB WITH RAPID FEEDBACK LOOPS

01

02

03

04

05

06

Create Platform & Define Learning 
Questions 

Collect Analytics

Conduct Real Time Reporting   

Host Quarterly Zoom Learning Sessions  

Produce Annual Report 

Summarize Feedback, Learnings & 
Communicate

✓ Learning Platform (microsite) created
✓ Advisory Board agrees key learning 

questions

✓ Application details into infographics
✓ Funding requests
✓ Reports created and disseminated 

weekly

✓ Fiduciary requirements 
✓ Simple on-line progress report 

(quantitative and qualitative)
✓ Interviews with partners

✓ Discuss report / interview findings (funders and grantees)
✓ Learning questions reviewed 
✓ Interactive sessions 

✓ Create a brief summary quarterly dashboard of 
progress. 

✓ Advisory Board to discuss learnings and adapt as 
needed

✓ Effectively communicate progress 

Annual report of fiduciary, progress, 
stories, etc. 

01

02

03

04

05

06

Advisory Board Implementing 
Partners

Feedback occurs when outputs of a system are routed back as inputs as part of a chain of cause-
and- effect that forms a circuit or loop. The system can then be said to feed back into itself.



Costs

• Staffing for UNF Fund 
management role

• 10% indirect costs for 
support operations by 
UNF for grants (Stage 1)

• Per diem for NGO 
Advisory Board members 
for working role

• Learning Hub costs – an 
innovation platform for 
dialogue, feedback loops 
and dissemination

Accountability

• UNF provides strong 
accountability systems, 
requirements and fiscal 
oversight, using existing 
process for other funds

• Accountability enhanced by 
sub-granting through local 
Global South-based women’s 
funds that already have 
accountability mechanisms in 
place

• Non-corporate and non-donor 
members of the Advisory Board 
not eligible for grants

The 
Accountability
& Cost
Structure



The 
Unique 
Value 
Proposition

1. Direct & Flexible Funding to Women-led Community 

Organizations  

Investing in solutions with, by and for women and leveraging the deep assets 

of women’s funds.

2. Pooled Fund for Greater Impact 

Enabling collective action by companies on shared commitment to women.

3. A Platform and Process for Learning and Innovation 

Dissemination

Establishing quick feedback loops and learning hubs among funded 

organizations and Fund contributors to promote global sharing of solutions 

for replication.

4. Innovative, Shared Governance Processes

Modeling best practices that recognize that women’s funds and community-

based organizations are equal decision-makers in direction of the Fund.

5. Collective Leverage of Expertise/Resources of Three Global 

Organizations & Community Feminist Leaders

Organized by three international organizations with expertise in business and 

women’s health and empowerment: 

• Business for Social Responsibility (BSR)

• United National Foundation’s Universal Access Project (UAP) 

• Women Win/Win-Win Strategies (WWS)



Corporate Contributors will be recognized for their 
investment in this innovative fund: 

• Press releases – announcing fund launch and contributors. 

The UNF and BSR have a premier network of more than 2000 
journalist from top-tier media such as NPR, The Washington 
Post, the Guardian and many more. 

• Social Media – offering a robust social media toolkit and 

coordinated distribution by partners with influential social 
followings, including: 

@UNfoundation – 625.2K Twitter, 565k Facebook, 494k Instagram
@BSR – 31.5k Twitter, 48k LinkedIn

• Global Platforms – The founding partners will seek 

opportunities to showcase the fund and its contributors at high-
visibility moments in 2021, including the UN-led Generation 
Equality Forum celebrating the 25th anniversary of the Beijing 
World Conference on Women.

UNF’s partnership with Global Citizen offers another platform for 
global reach to younger audiences through ty events and social media.

Launch Opportunities 



• May 2021: Public Launch – Stage 1 funds in 
hand; media announcements; formal 
structure/ procedures operationalized

• July 2021 – first grants to Women’s Funds 
for distribution to community-based 
organizations (CBO)

• September 2021 – first proposals funded 
with direct funds to CBOs, begin 
determination with AB on new regions

• January 2022: Stage 2 expansion – 3-4 
regions 

The Urgency of 
Now



Aditi Mohapatra, BSR
amohapatra@bsr.org

David Wofford, UAP/UNF
dwofford@unfoundation.org

Maria Bobenrieth, WW/WWS
m.bobenrieth@womenwin.org

Marissa Wesely, WW/WWS
m.wesely@womenwin.org

For more information, 
please contact:

mailto:amohapatra@bsr.org
mailto:dwofford@unfoundation.org
mailto:m.bobenrieth@womenwin.org
mailto:m.wesely@womenwin.org


Slide 2: A tea plucker for Twinings. © Twinings Sourced With Care

Slide 3:  COVID-19 emergency response activities 5 April 2020 — Bangladesh. © 
UNDP Bangladesh/Fahad Kaizer

Slide 7: 

-- Photo 1: Garment workers at Kenyan apparel producer Hela, which exports to 
major global brands, have access to health and well-being information and services 
at their workplace. © UN Foundation/Robyn Russell

-- Photo 2: Businesswomen and farmers from the women-founded and led Ketiara
coffee cooperative which represents nearly 2000 smallholder farmer members 
(40% of whom are women) in the highlands of northern Sumatra. © Root Capital

Slide 16:  Christine, a manager at Kenyan garment manufacturer Hela, which 
provides women’s workplace health and well-being information and services to its 
employees. © UN Foundation/Robyn Russel

Slide 20: Workplace health and wellness facilitators in their blue vests gather for a 
group photo at the Laj Exports factory in Bangalore, India. © UN Foundation/Robyn 
Russell

Slide 23: Members of women's network outside Chennai who have transformed 
women's and girls' lives - and their communities - over many years through political, 
economic and social activism and engagement. © Global Fund for Women. 
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